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DEMOCRAT ABSTRACT 

The DEMOCRAT project aims at demonstrating an integrated and innovative micro-grid concept 
applied to LV and MV networks, as a suitable solution for efficiently managing their distributed energy 
resources (DER), working simultaneously as a flexible asset of the distribution networks. 
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Executive Summary 

This deliverable presents the report of the integration of all components at the BatLab, which corresponds to the laboratory 
implemented prior to the demonstration site. 

The activities performed and described in this deliverable comprise: 

• Main components description 

• Architecture of the integrated components 

• Integration report 
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Glossary 

BMS Battery Management System 

DER Distributed Energy Resources 

LV Low Voltage 

MBMS Master Battery Management System 

MV Medium Voltage 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Scope and Purpose 

The aim of this deliverable is to present the report of the integration performed on the laboratory facilities – the BatLab – 
prior to the demonstrator deployment. 

The activities performed and described in this deliverable comprise: 

• Main components description 

• Architecture of the integrated components 

• Integration report 
 

The components meant to be integrated during the laboratorial validation procedures address only the power conversion 
system, composed by the battery system, the inverter and the energy storage controller.  
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2. Main Components Description 

The list of the integrated components is the following: 

• Two (2) battery racks 

o Sizing: 2 * (109 kW / 109 kWh), comprising two (2) BMS and One (1) MBMS 

• One (1) 100 kVA battery inverter, to test the main on-grid power conversion features 

• One (1) 100 kVA battery inverter, to test the main off-grid power conversion features 

• One (1) 100 kVA load bank 

• One (1) 630 kVA step-up transformer (0.4 / 15 kV) connected to the MV grid 

• One (1) energy storage controller (ES Controller) 

• One (1) Master BMS 

• One (1) Synchro-check device with voltage measurement and control features 

• One (1) LAN switch 

• Set of DC power cables 

• Set of DC voltage and current sensors 

3. Architecture of the Integrated Components 

Figure 1 depicts the overall integration of the components at the BatLab. 

 

Figure 1 – Architecture of the integrated components at the BatLab 

One battery inverter (400 V output via a star phase configuration with neutral to ground) was tested to perform 4-quadrant 
features validation, directly operating over the DC bay comprising batteries. The overall goal was the validation of grid-
supporting and other energy storage features. 

Another battery inverter (400 V output via a delta phase configuration) was connected so that it could operate in back-to-back 
mode together with the original battery inverter, during the initial stages of the grid forming tests and validation. 

At those initial stages, the original inverter performed to support the DC link. Subsequently, the batteries and the synchro-
check device were integrated to perform the overall on-grid/off-grid modes transition, to enable the validation of the grid 
forming and other energy storage features. 
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4. Integration Report 

The integration of the components was carried out according to the plan: 

• The integration of the BatLab components was performed in February 2019, which comprised the initial setup, 
corresponding to the set of two battery racks, one storage controller, one MBMS and one 100 kVA inverter, the latter 
connected to an existing 630 kVA 15/0,4 kV step-up transformer of the power conversion tests platform; 

o This integration allowed the team to perform the tests of the interconnected microgrid, namely, to test the 
charging/discharging of the batteries, as well as to test their operation in: 

▪ Peak-shaving mode 
▪ Active power mode 
▪ Load/Generation following 
▪ Power factor correction 

• In January 2020, the BatLab was further improved, by adapting the existing platform to integrate another 100 kVA 
kVA inverter operating back-to-back to the former inverter described above, in order to validate the on grid/off grid 
transition operation modes, which was also integrated to the storage system at the BatLab; 

o This integration allowed the team to perform the tests of the isolated microgrid, namely, to test the 
conversion system, specifically its operation in 

▪ Grid interconnected mode, performing grid support features 
▪ Isolated mode, performing grid forming features 

o Moreover, the integration allowed the team to test and validate the transition between modes 
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4.1 Evidences of the Integration Process 

Figure 2, Figure 3, Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the integrated system at the BatLab. 

 

 

Figure 2 – View of the integrated batteries 

 

 

Figure 3 – View of the integrated storage controller and MBMS 
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Figure 4 – View of the integrated 100 kVA battery inverter 

 

 

Figure 5 – View of the integrated system at the BatLab 

 


